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Abstract: This paper proposes a new technique for visualizing large graphs of several ten thousands of vertices and edges. To achieve a graph abstraction, a hierarchical clustered graph is extracted from a general large graph based on the community structures discovered in the graph. An enclosure geometrical partitioning algorithm is then applied to achieving the space optimization. For graph drawing, it uses a combination of spring-embbeder and circular drawing algorithms that archives the goal of optimization of display space and aesthetical niceness. The paper also discusses an interaction mechanism accompanied with the layout solution. The interaction not only allows users to navigate hierarchically through the entire clustered graph, but also provides a way to navigate multiple clusters concurrently. Animation is also implemented to preserve user mental maps during the interaction.
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1 Introduction

Graph visualization has been widely used in human-computer interaction. A graph commonly includes a node set and an edge set to represent entities and relationships between entities respectively. Graphs generated in
real-world applications could be very large with thousands or perhaps millions of nodes, such as citation and collaboration networks and the World Wide Web (WWW). As the result of rapid increasing of the size in networks, the large scale visualization has become one of the hottest topics in Information Visualization. The question about how to comprehensively display large graphs on the screen becomes the key issue in graph visualization. However, the display of large graphs can decrease significantly the performance of a visualization technique which normally performs well on small or medium size of datasets. Large graph visualization usually suffers from poor running time and the limitation of display space. In addition, the issue of “view-ability” and usability also arises because it will be almost impossible to discern between nodes and edges when a dataset of thousands of items are displayed[1].

It seems that classical graph models with a simple node-link diagram tend to be inadequate for large scale visualization with several thousands of items. The lack of formal hierarchical structures in real world applications could limit the conveying and perception of the complicated information. Figure 1 shows an example of the graph visualization of a WWW site which illustrates two typical major problems:

- Too many nodes (pages) to be displayed and the layout of such a large geometrical area could not be fitted in one single screen
- The layout of the graph has inefficient utilization of display space with many unused areas in the display.

To address the first problem, a well established new graph model to accommodate with the visualization of large graphs is required. We believe that one way to deal with the display of large graphs is to provide users with a certain degree of Graph Abstract. That is to filter out some details of the graph drawing which is assumed at a time the viewer is not interested, while the overall structure of the graph drawing is maintained for navigation.

Among several available graph visualization approaches, we believe that the use of clustered graph is a better option for graph abstraction. Therefore, a good visualization system for very large graphs should be a combination of three components including graph drawing, graph clustering and interaction[2,3]. Visualization of clustered graphs such as the ones in Refs.[4,5] is one of an excellent approaches to deal with large graphs through the graph abstraction. A clustered graph can be extracted from a general graphs by partitioning recursively the graph into a hierarchy of sub-graphs, so that it simplifies the complex structure of the large graph for easy interpretation, perception and navigation of large information spaces.

To solve the second problem mentioned above, we need to optimize layout algorithms to maximize the utilization of display screen by allowing more nodes to be displayed. The research from Ward[6] shows that more information can be displayed on very high-resolution and large screen, but it does not necessarily provide very
much more information into the brain. This is because the conventional monitor covers only 5–10% of visual field in the normal condition, but it uses as much as 50% of brain pixels\cite{7}. The study also shows that the uniquely stimulated brain pixels peak at the width of a normal monitor view, and it is effective (but not critical) to increase the number of pixels for the normal desktop to reach the limit of the brain pixels. Therefore, investigation of optimized visual abstraction (clustering) techniques that could provide viewers with more comprehensive views of the large graphs becomes important.

2 Related Work

Large graphs visualization has recently received a lot of attention from researchers in both information visualization and graph drawing communities. Although some newly available techniques such as techniques found at\cite{3,8\textsuperscript{-}12}, are quite capable of visualizing large graphs of thousands to hundred thousands of nodes and edges, visualization of large graphs, is still one of the open topics in information visualization.

Harel and Koren\cite{8} described a technique to draw a graph that used high-dimensional embedding and then projected it onto a 2D plane. Although this technique is very fast and is capable of exhibiting graph in various dimensions with some good navigational ability, it is more suitable for visualizing mesh-graphs rather than tree-like graphs or clustered graphs. One of the good approaches for handling large graphs is to use multi-scale visualization\cite{11,13,14}. This approach typically applies a force-directed algorithm to draw large graphs using multi-scale scheme in which they try to beautify the coarsest-scale representation. Techniques in this approach aim to improve the processing speed while maintaining the graph niceness. A good visualization of large graphs can also be archived by using multilevel techniques\cite{9,15}. In short, these techniques improve the visual appearance of the visualization by defining different levels for a structure so that they can present the graphs using an optimal algorithm at each level.

Although the above techniques are quite capable of visualizing large graphs, the space-efficiency is not considered in the visualization which could limit the amount of information to be visualized on the screen at a time. Fekete, et al.\cite{16} presented a space-efficient visualization of graph using a modification of the well-known Tree-Maps\cite{17}. Technically, the authors used Tree-Maps to display the tree structure of graph and used explicit link curves to present the other links. This technique was optimal in term of using display space and it is quite useful for visualizing structures that the underlying trees have some meaning. However, it did not perform well in general graphs and clustered graphs because the link curves might cause unnatural look of the graphs. Some preliminary works have been carried out and from which two tree visualization techniques Space-Optimized Tree (or SO-Tree)\cite{20} and EncCon Tree\cite{19} have been developed that can quickly display large trees with maximized utilization of display space. However, these solutions are only suitable for trees (hierarchical structures).

This paper proposes a new technique for visualizing very large general graphs. Our proposed technique is very similar to the framework of Tulip\cite{3} which consists of three components: graph clustering, graph layout and interaction. We first use a new clustering algorithm to partition the complete graph into abstract clusters for achieving the view abstraction; that aims to reduce the visual complexity of the graph layout, and enhance the comprehension and understanding of the graph.

The clustered graph is then visualized using a new space-efficient layout technique which is a combination of different layout algorithms. This geometrical optimization of graph layout allows more data items (and clusters) to be displayed within a limited screen resolution. Our visualization provides viewers with not only an abstract view of the entire graph but also an interaction technique for the navigation of large graphs. The navigation method allows users to browse hierarchically through the clustered graph and navigate across a number of selected clusters. All the
interactions are accommodated with animation to preserve user mental maps during the navigation.

3 The Architecture of the Visualization

Our model for visualizing large graphs includes several processes which are illustrated at Fig.2. There are two major phases involved in this model including the clustering analysis and the user interface phases. The two phases operate independently.

The clustering analysis phase is responsible for analyzing a large graph and partitioning it into a clustered graph based on discovered internal communities. In short, the clustering algorithm recursively divides the graphs into smaller sub-graphs based on the density of connection within and between subgroups. Although this process does not require a very fast algorithm and it can operate independently, the computational cost of clustering algorithms should be controlled with running time of $O(n^2)$ or better on a sparse graph to ensure its capability of handling hundreds thousands of items within a few hours using a ordinary personal computer. The clustering process also extracts attributed properties for nodes, edges and relations between sub-graphs.

The user interface phase is responsible for the visualization and navigation of the clustered graph, including layout optimization, interactive viewing and display optimization. A combination of different layout algorithms is employed which aims to optimize the geometrical space and so that the large graph can be drawn at a normal screen size.

During the navigation of clustered graphs, we allow users to interactively adjust the views to reach an optimal representation of the graph; from where they can obtain the best understanding of the data and structures. This visualization is involved with real time human-computer interaction. Therefore, very fast graph layout and navigation algorithms is required for handling hundred thousands of items within minutes or seconds using a personal computer with limited display space and computational power.

The final display is created through the view navigation and graphical properties. We use rich graphic attributes to assist viewers to quickly identify the domain specific properties associated with data items. We next describe briefly of the clustering and the technical detail of our visualization technique.

4 Graph Clustering

We use a graph clustering method which can quickly discover the community structure embedded in a large graph and divide the graph into densely connected sub-graphs. The graph clustering algorithm partitions the graphs into smaller sub-graphs based on the density of connection within and between subgroups. Although this process does not require a very fast algorithm, the computational cost of clustering algorithms should be controlled with the worst-case running time $O(n^2)$ or faster on a sparse graph to ensure its capability of handling hundreds thousands of items within a few hours using a ordinary personal computer.
Research in graph clustering for large datasets has recently received a lot of effort from researchers. However, the discovery of fast and effective clustering algorithms for handling large graphs is still a big challenge. In fact, the finding of an exact solution for graph clustering is still believed to be an NP-complete problem. Kernighan and Lin[23] and Newman and Girvan[24] have presented their heuristic techniques that can produce quite good solutions for graph clustering. However, their techniques are very slow with the worst–case running time \( O(m^2n) \) or \( O(n^3) \) on sparse graphs. This makes it almost impossible to partition a graph with more than a few thousands of elements. Newman[18] later proposed a new fast algorithm for detecting community structure in networks. This method runs in worst-case time \( O((m+n)n) \) or \( O(n^2) \) on a sparse graph. The algorithm is very fast and can handle graphs with hundred thousands of elements. However, its clustering results are not very consistent, especially a poor balance between clusters.

Although the quality or usefulness of an embedded graph drawing algorithm is highly dependent on its application domain, aesthetics is still one of the most important quality factors in graph drawing or graph visualization in which the readability of a graph is measured or justified. The aesthetical criteria for graph drawing can be found from a book on Graph Drawing by Di Battista, et al.[25] and the revised version from Ware, et al.[26]. Among the aesthetical criteria, the even distribution of vertices and the maximization of display symmetry of a graph structure are two important factors to ensure the quality of graph visualization. These criteria are closely related to the quality of the balance of clusters produced by a clustering algorithm. In order words, we believe that a good clustering algorithm should achieve the goals of balanced clustering in which in each level of the hierarchy the size of the clusters should be about the same. This property helps associated graph drawing method to provide good visualization in term of readability.

This paper used a graph clustering method[27] which can quickly discover the community structure embedded in large graphs and divide the graph into densely connected sub-graphs. The proposed algorithm can not only run fast in time \( O((m+n)n) \), but also achieve a consistent partitioning result in which a graph is divided into a set of clusters of the similar size. Although our objective, i.e. keeping clusters balance, is similar to Duncan, et al.[28], this clustering algorithm is more general rather than just by using a binary space partition (BSP) clustering.

The balance in size of clusters provides users with a clearer view of the clustered graph and thus it makes it easier to visualize and navigate large graphs. Our balanced clustering technique creates a layout optimization at both global and local levels of the display through the use of enclosure+connection layout technique. This allows more visual items to be displayed within limited screen resolutions and with comprehensive views. The combination between our clustering method and a space-efficient layout technique would enable the visualization of very large general graphs with several thousands of elements. Figure 3 shows an example of a clustering output using the balanced clustering algorithm on a large and highly connected graph.

(a) The original graph with high connections               (b) The output clustered graph

Fig.3  An example of a clustering
5 Graph Visualization

We use a new space-efficient visualization technique similarly to EncCon\textsuperscript{[19]} to optimize the geometrical space for visualizing large clustered graphs with several thousands of nodes and edges. This technique consists of two components, the space-efficient layout and the interactive navigation. The layout of clustered graph is generated by using a combination of an extended fast enclosure partitioning algorithm, called Clenccon, and a number of traditional graph drawing algorithms, including a spring-embedder algorithm\textsuperscript{[21]}, a circular drawing, and simple layout algorithm, to archive the objectives of space-efficiency, aesthetical niceness and fast computation. Although some existing techniques can use any layout algorithm at each clusters, such as using a spring-force algorithm\textsuperscript{[9,11]}, in our belief, the choice of a space-efficient enclosure-partitioning algorithm at high levels will be more efficient because it provides more space for displaying information at the limited display.

The Clenccon layout algorithm is only applied to those non-leaf sub-graphs in which the space utilization and computational cost are crucial. In other cases, the other layout algorithms, including spring-embedder and circular drawing, is applied to the calculation of the position for those leaf sub-graphs, which contain a small number of nodes in which the space utilization issue becomes less important and, therefore, the aesthetic niceness and flexibility issues need to be further considered. The use of a particular layout algorithm depends on the nature of the leaf sub-graphs. Our system also displays a high-level node-link diagram to present the overall clustering structure explicitly (see examples at Figs. 5 and 6).

Our Clenccon layout algorithm inherits essentially the advantage of space-filling techniques\textsuperscript{[17,19]} that utilize display space by using area division for the partitioning of sub-trees and nodes. Note that the issue of space utilization becomes significantly important when visualizing large graphs with thousands or even hundred thousands of nodes and edges because of the limitation of screen pixels. It is similar to EncCon\textsuperscript{[19]} that uses a rectangular division method for recursively positioning the nodes hierarchically. This property aims to provide users with a more straightforward way to perceive the visualization and ensures the efficient use of display space. However, our new technique is applied for clustered graphs rather than simple tree structures. Therefore, the algorithm takes the connectivity property between sibling nodes into its partitioning process. We now describe the technical detail of our layout and navigation algorithms.

5.1 Layout algorithm

Our layout algorithm is responsible for positioning of all nodes in a given clustered graph in a two-dimensional geometrical space, including a vertex subset \(\{v_1,v_2,\ldots,v_n\}\) in \(V\) and a cluster subset \(\{v_1',v_2',\ldots,v_n'\}\) in \(V'\). A clustered graph \(C=\{G,T\}\) is derived by a general graph \(G=\{V,E\}\) and a cluster tree \(T\) whose leaves are in \(V\). Each cluster \(v_i' = C'\) is a sub clustered graph, contains a subset of \(V\) given by the leaves of the sub-tree \(T'\) rooted at \(r'\). The root \(r'\) of the sub-tree \(T'\) is also called a super-node. The super nodes are not displayed in our visualization but they are used for partitioning process of calculating the local region for sub clustered graph. For the partitioning of clustered graph \(C\), We define a virtual tree consisting of a set of super-nodes for area division. We define a super-node \(r(v'_i)\) for each cluster \(v'_i\). Further description of the clustered graph can be found at\textsuperscript{[5]}.  

The layout algorithm is a combination of two algorithms: 1) Clenccon - a fast area division algorithm and 2) graph drawing algorithms, including a spring-embedder algorithm, a circular drawing and a simple algorithm to lay out a very small number of nodes. Each cluster \(v_i'\) is bounded by a rectangular local region \(R(v'_i)\) centered at super-node \(r(v'_i)\) and the drawing of the corresponding sub-clustered-graph \(G(v'_i)\) is restricted to be inside the geometrical area of \(R(v'_i)\). Therefore, the local region \(R(v'_i)\) of cluster \(v'_i\) is the sum of the rectangular areas assigned to its children. The position of the super-node \(r(v'_i)\) of \(v'_i\) is at the centre of the rectangle defined by \(R(v'_i)\). The
position of leaf nodes is defined by either the *spring embedder*, the *circular drawing* or the simple layout algorithms.

We first assign the entire rectangular display area as the local region to the clustered graph $C$. We then recursively partition the local regions for every sub-clusters until all the clusters are reached.

We assign a weight $w(v')$ to each vertex $v'$ for the calculation of the local region $R(v')$ of the vertex. Although the weight of each vertex can be associated with its property, all the leaf vertices in our experiments have the same weight. Suppose that the rectangular local region $R(v)$ for cluster $v$ is drawn, we then need to calculate the local regions $\{R(v'_1), R(v'_2), ..., R(v'_k)\}$ for its sub-clusters $\{v'_1, v'_2, ..., v'_k\}$. The partitioning ensures that the area of each rectangle $R(v'_i)$ is proportional to the weight $w(v'_i)$ of the cluster $v'_i$. The calculation of $w(v')$ of a cluster $v'$ is done recursively from leaves of the cluster tree to the root of the cluster tree. The calculation is done by the following formula:

$$w(v) = w_0 + S \sum_{j=1}^{k} w(v_{j+i}),$$

where $w_0$ is the internal weight of cluster $v'$. Although the internal weight of a cluster can be defined by the cluster’s attributed property, we define the internal weight of all clusters to be 1 for all experiments. $S$ is a constant ($0 < S < 1$), and $w(v'_{i+j})$ is the weight assigned to the $i$th child of cluster $v'$. The constant $S$ determines the size difference of local regions of all clusters based on the number of descendants of those vertices.

The process of recursive partitioning $R(v')$ into sub-regions $\{R(v'_1), R(v'_2), ..., R(v'_k)\}$ for all its children clusters $\{v'_1, v'_2, ..., v'_k\}$ is illustrated as the procedure below:

**procedure** partitioning (Node $N$)
{
    if all child-nodes of $N$ are leaf-nodes then
    {
        lay out the child-nodes using a graph algorithm;
        scale the layout to fit with rectangular local region;
    }
    else
    {
        lay out the child-nodes using Clenccon algorithm;
        for each non-leaf child-node of $N$
        {
            partitioning(child-node);
        }
    }
}

**procedure** Clenccon-layout (Node [] Nodes)
{
    group linked-nodes into subgroups;
    sort the subgroups based on connection and size;
    lay out subgroups using EncCon algorithm;
}
for each subgroup
{
    lay out nodes in subgroup using EncCon algorithm;
}

procedure childnode-layout (Node [] Nodes)
{
    if number of child-nodes < \( K_1 \) then
    {
        lay out the child-nodes using simple algorithm;
    }
    else if number of child-nodes > \( K_1 \) and
            no. edges / no. child-nodes > \( K_2 \) then
    {
        lay out the child-nodes using circular drawing;
    }
    else
    {
        lay out the child-nodes using Spring algorithm;
    }
}

where \( K_1 = 6 \) indicates the number of nodes that is suitable for each algorithm. If there are just a few number of nodes, i.e. less than 10 nodes, a simple node location algorithm can perform well. \( K_2 = 5 \) indicates the ratio of the number of edges over the number of nodes. Because the force directed algorithms do not usually perform well for a graph whose the number of edges is much larger than number of nodes, we use the circular drawing in this situation.

The detail description of the area partitioning EncCon can be found at [19]. Although there are several improved force-directed layout algorithm, the traditional Spring Embedder[21] layout algorithm is chosen in our implementation. This is because the algorithm is simple, easy to implement, flexible and perform well in general for a small number of nodes in which a more complicated algorithm is not necessary. The circular drawing is a simple technique but is very effective to show the pattern of relationship for a graph whose the number of edges is much larger than number of nodes. Technically, we place all nodes equally on a circle where relational nodes are located close together so that the pattern of connections can be display more clearly (see Figs.5 and 6).

Figure 4(a) shows an example of partitioning and drawing a small clustered graph using our algorithm. We can see that the algorithm uses the Clenccon algorithm to layout three cluster nodes and their inter-relationships to ensure the efficient utilization of space and uses the spring-embedder algorithm to draw the sub-graphs within each cluster to achieve the aesthetic niceness and flexibility. Note that the inter-relationships among clusters here are represented by using abstract links. Figure 4(b) shows the same example of the partitioning, but the inter-relationships among clusters are represented by using the original structure of relationships. Figure 5 to Figure 7 illustrate the visualizations of our layout algorithm on various very large datasets. These pictures show clearly the structure of clustered graphs, in which sub-graphs are efficiently partitioned and drawn inside their local regions. All of these pictures use abstract links to represent the inter-relational structures among clusters.
5.2 Navigational views

There is no pure visualization technique that could assist data retrieval without providing users with an associate navigation mechanism in graphic user interface design. In our user interface component, during the navigation we enable users to interactively adjust the views to reach an optimized representation of the graph; from which users can obtain the best understanding of the data and its relational structures they are interesting in.
Fig. 6 An example of clustering on a protein dataset with very strong relations produced by our algorithm.

Fig. 7 An example of clustering on a protein dataset with our algorithm clustering a protein network with over 15,000 nodes and 40,000 edges.

In our prototype, we use a multiple-views technique\cite{[22]}, including a main view and context views, to achieve the focus+context view navigation of large clustered graphs. The main view shows as much detail of information as...
possible allowing users to efficiently perform their interaction and visual analysis on this area. The *context views*, which are displayed in the small areas at the left-hand side, are only responsible for displaying a several levels of the contextual information (or the history of navigation) during the navigation. Therefore, a large amount of the detail in these context views is filtered and they remain only the main structures and important landmarks in an abstract manner for guiding the navigation. These simplified structures could preserve user’s mental map of where they are, where they come from, and where they have been during the navigation.

The navigational views allow the exploration of data hierarchically as well as across multiple selected clusters to quickly focus on the interest parts of data. Therefore, users can semantically zoom-in one or many areas of interest or sub-clusters while retaining simplified context views. It effectively uses both focus and context views to enable the interactive investigation of very large data. We provide three views to assist viewers to obtain the best understanding of the dataset and its relational structure they are currently exploring. These views are: 1) a *full context view*, 2) a *current context views* and 3) a *main view* (see Figs.8 and 9).

*Full context view* is displayed as a small panel located at the top-left side of the visualization. This view displays the entire context of a large clustered graph in high-level abstraction with little details. This enables users to always maintain an overall view of the information. The *full-context view* only shows three levels of the clustered graph from the root in a simplified display. This is because too much information displaying at a small area would create the overcrowded and distraction to users. The view updates automatically according to changes occurred in the database. It highlights the context of the current sub-graph the user is interacting, so that users can always identify the where they are and where they have been in a large information space. For example, in Figure 8 we can easily identify the *current-context view* which is on the top-left region of the *full-context view* and the *main-view* which is the right sub-graph inside the top-left region of the *full-context view.*

![Fig.8](image)

A clustered visualization of a very large protein dataset with three views: 1) a full-context, 2) a current-context view and 3) a main view
Current context view is displayed as a small panel locating under the full-context view at the left-hand side. This view displays the immediate context or the up-level view of the main view. Similar to the full-context view, this view displays up to three levels of clustered graph from the root in an abstraction manner. The current-context panel also updates automatically and highlights a focused sub-graph which to be viewed in the main view in details. This enables users to easily identify their focused region at the current context (see Fig.9).

Main view is displayed in a large area of the visualization. It displays the detail of a focused sub-graph. It displays the structure of the clustered graph in an enclosure manner with color brightness. This view also shows the connectivity strength between clusters using the width of edges. Furthermore, the size of nodes in the main-view is automatically rescale based on the number of visible nodes.

5.3 Final display

Some graphical attributes are employed to in final display of clustered graphs to assist viewers to quickly identify the domain specific properties of data and the hierarchical structure of the clustered graph. Colors are employed to assist viewers to quickly identify the hierarchical structure of the clustered graph. In our prototype, the local regions of nodes at different levels are painted with a same color but at different brightness. This drawing property aims to provide a pleased view while retaining the clarity between sub-graphs. Although the use of brightness of colors for background can theoretically apply to several levels of hierarchies, we also apply this drawing property to first four hierarchical levels to avoid the confusion with too many colors.

Width or thickness of the edge is employed to represents the weight of the edge (or the number of connections between two nodes). For example, in Fig.4(b), there are 3 links between the left cluster and bottom-right cluster. However, Fig.4(a) displays only one thick abstract link between these clusters. We can see that edges among leaf nodes are drawn with light-green color and edges among non-leaf nodes (or between two clusters) are drawn with light-gray color. Furthermore, to avoid the overlapping due to the over-thickness of edges, the thickness of an edge
is limited. Therefore, if the weight of an edge between two clusters is greater than a limited number in our
implementation, the edge is drawn at its limited maximum-width with darker boundary.

Although theoretically the area partitioning algorithm can optimize display space of the entire graph layout, a
small portion of display space is reserved as gaps among clusters for showing abstract links between clusters and
these abstract links indicate the connectivity strength between clusters.

6 Conclusions

We have presented a new visualization technique that could handle the visualization of very large graphs with
up to tens thousands or even hundred thousands of elements on an ordinary Personal Computer. Our method
includes two independent steps: clustering and visualization. The clustering step aims to reduce the visual
complexity and enhance the comprehension of large graph layouts through the use of visual abstraction. We first
discover an optimized community structure in a graph and divide it into densely connected clusters. We then use
three levels of visual abstraction: 1) the full context view, 2) the current context view and 3) the main view, to
display the large graph. The visualization uses a new space-efficient layout and navigation technique that can
visualize effectively the large clustered graphs with several thousands of elements on a limited display space. We
use a *multiple view* technique to archive the *focus+context* view navigation. The interaction Animation is also
employed to preserve the user mental maps during the interaction.
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